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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Audit and Risk Committee Meeting
Tuesday 8 December 2020
Draft confirmed by Chair

Minute of the Audit & Risk Committee meeting held on Tuesday 8 December at 4.30pm via MS
Teams
PRESENT:

G Robertson (Chair Audit)
H Honeyman
M Thomson

IN ATTENDANCE: J Carnegie (Vice Principal)
S Taylor (Vice Principal)
A Kerr (Audit Scotland)
R Smith (Audit Scotland)
1.

M Williamson
K Keay
P Milne
T D’All (Principal’s/Board Chair PA)
D Archibald (Henderson Loggie)
S Inglis (Henderson Loggie)

WELCOME
G Robertson welcomed members of the Audit Committee.
It was confirmed that an independent meeting with audit representatives had been held directly
prior to the meeting.

2.

APOLOGIES
Apologies were received from T Pirie

3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
G Robertson noted his role as Chair of the Board for Gardyne Theatre Limited. There were no
other declarations of interest.

4.

MINUTE OF AUDIT & RISK COMMITTEES – 22 SEPTEMBER 2020
The minutes of the Audit Committees meeting held on 22 September 2020 was approved as a
correct record.

5.

MATTERS ARISING
Matters arising from previous meeting were closed.
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6.

STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER
S Taylor summarised the proposed changes to the Strategic Risk Register and deletion of the
risk around structure changes. Work on monitoring the risks associated with Brexit were noted.
In response to a query S Taylor noted that the high-risk likelihood noted in respect of 3.3 “Legal
actions; serious accident; incident or civil/criminal breach” related to the risk without the
mitigations in place.
The COVID 19 Risk Register was noted and S Taylor summarised reduced scoring due to
experience in respect of the risks around the negative publicity of any COVID outbreak and the
potential impact of changes to awarding body quality arrangements.
G Robertson enquired about staff absence and it was confirmed by S Taylor that this was lower
than usual at that time of year. This was likely due to offsite working, social distancing and
improved hand and respiratory hygiene.
G Robertson asked about the number of staff on site and J Carnegie confirmed that a recent
request for this information from the Scottish Government returned the number as approx. 300
people.
H Honeyman noted an announcement today from the Scottish Government around the
cancelling of Highers and Advanced Higher for AY 2020/21 and asked how this would impact on
the work of the College. S Taylor confirmed in terms of Higher this was a small number of
students (approx. 400) with no Advanced Higher programmes currently being offered. S Taylor
noted that as this was a recent announcement the College is awaiting further guidance but
would expect the situation to be similar to that of National 5 provision.
The Strategic and COVID Risk Registers were approved.

7.

DRAFT AUDIT COMMITTEE REPORT TO BOARD
G Robertson summarised the work undertaken by the Audit & Risk Committee over the
preceding year and as included in the Draft Report to the Board.
The Committee noted that they were satisfied with the content of the report and approved this
for submission to the December Board. T D’All to progress.

8.

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORTS
8.1 Student Activity
S Inglis summarised the report on student activity (credits) highlighting that this was a
prescribed audit to fulfil SFC requirements. S Inglis confirmed the “clean opinion” to SFC.
S Inglis highlighted the increase in Distance Learning due to COVID-19, an increase of 1100
credits, due to the upsurge in digital technology training due to the increased use of ICT
systems including MS Teams, Webinars etc for students working remotely. Guidance was
sought from SFC who were happy to accept these courses for AY 2019/20.
The Committee welcomed the report and the positive comment on the work undertaken to
achieve the ‘clean’ outcome. The report was approved.
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8.2

Student Funding

S Inglis summarised the audit report on student support funds (Bursary, EMA and Hardship),
confirming that this conformed to SFC requirements in relation to the range of funds identified
with a “clean certificate”.
The only observation that S Inglis noted was SFCs requirement for spot check of the EMA
(100% attendance required) and that due to the cyber-attack at the start of the year some of the
data was missing. It was confirmed that checking of data after the cyber-attack confirmed that
appropriate arrangements were in place.
The report was approved.
9.

Audit & Risk Follow-Up Summary
J Carnegie summarised the Follow-Up Summary document highlighting a date change for the
Learner Engagement Strategy to August 2021. J Carnegie stated that it was not felt to be
appropriate to finalise this until ‘post COVID’ learning and study arrangements were clearer.
J Carnegie noted that the questions with the Digital Skills Capability Assessment were no longer
relevant as Digital Capability has developed and evolved significantly due to COVID.
J Carnegie sought approval to marked this “action” as complete. The Committee agreed this.
Actions in respect of the Cyber-attack report were noted and it was confirmed that good
progress had been made.
G Robertson asked about the reference to the ‘Red Forest’ technique asked if there was any
risk associated with the alternative being progressed. J Carnegie noted that as the Head of ICT
was not at the meeting, she would request information on this be provided for the next Audit &
Risk Meeting in the New Year J Carnegie to progress.

10.

DATA BREACH REPORTING
J Carnegie confirm there were no reportable Data Breaches.

11.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next Audit & Risk Committee meeting was confirmed as: Tuesday 9 March 2021 at
5.00pm via MS Teams

Action Point Summary
Action
Update on any additional risk associated with decision not to
progress with ‘Red Forest’ technique.

Responsibility

Date

J Carnegie

9 March 2021
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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Joint Audit and Risk/Finance and Property
Committee Meeting
Tuesday 8 December 2020
Draft confirmed by Chair
Minute of the Joint Audit and Finance & Property Committee meeting held on Tuesday 8
December 2020 at 5.15m via MS Teams
PRESENT:

G Robertson (Chair Audit)
A McCusker
H Honeyman
M Thomson
D Fordyce
D Mackenzie
P Milne

IN ATTENDANCE:

J Carnegie (Vice Principal)
S Taylor (Vice Principal)
A Kerr (Audit Scotland)
D Archibald (Henderson Loggie)
Billy Grace (Head of Estates)

1.

Steven Mill (Chair Finance & Property)
M Williamson
K Keay
S Hewitt
B Carmichael
S Stirling
N Lowden
Julie Grace
T D’All (Principal’s/Board Chair PA)
R Smith (Audit Scotland)
S Inglis (Henderson Loggie)
B Ferguson (Head of Finance)

WELCOME
G Robertson welcomed members of the Finance and Property Committee to the joint meeting.

2.

APOLOGIES
Apologies were received from, T Pirie & G Bisset

3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
G Robertson noted his role as Chair of the Board for Gardyne Theatre Limited. here were no
other declarations of interest.

4.

ANNUAL REPORT ON INTERNAL AUDIT
D Archibald delivered a summary of the year’s work including a summary of the individual
reports noting that the annual operating plan for 2019/20 showed several changes agreed by
the Audit & Risk Committee to the allocation set out in the original Strategic Plan.
D Archibald confirmed that the Audit Plan had been delivered intact and that there were no
issues identifying major internal control weaknesses noted from the internal audit work carried
out during the year. Although the January 2020 cyber-attack on the College resulted in some
limitations on scope, within the testing of Procurement and Creditors / Purchasing, D Archibald
confirmed that they were comfortable that, overall, sufficient evidence was available to provide
robust findings on the agreed audit scope.
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S Mill noted that the positive review but queried the “satisfactory” grading for the great work
undertaken by the ICT Team and asked if this was too harsh. D Archibald noted that while
there were no significant control weaknesses, the cyber-attack and the loss of data had
contributed to this audit outcome.
S Mill enquired about the scope for the Financial Review and asked that this be shared with
the members for the Finance & Property Committee. This was agreed. J Carnegie to
progress
The report was approved.
5.

Covering Letter (Audit Scotland)
R Smith talked through the Covering Letter noting that (subject to the finalised annual report
and financial statements) it was anticipated that Audit Scotland will issue unqualified audit
opinions in the independent auditor's report on 15 December 2020.

6.

Audit Scotland Annual Report
R Smith highlighted the Key Messages of the Annual Report as follows:
•

The College had to implement a number of changes to its systems of internal control
during 2019/20 due to the impact of the cyber-attack and Covid-19. However, high
level systems of internal control continued to operate effectively during the year.

•

The College has adequate arrangements for the prevention and detection of fraud and
other regularities. These include arrangements to prevent fraud and corruption related
to procurement activity.

•

The College should review its five-year estate strategy to ensure that the existing plans
represent the best approach to supporting an excellent, future-focussed curriculum, in
a post-Covid world. This should include consideration of the next steps for the
Kingsway Tower redevelopment and new build STEM centre.

•

The College will play an important role in the delivery of the Tay Cities Region Deal
projects by contributing to the objectives of the Skills Investment Plan to boost fair
work, inclusive growth and productivity across the region.

•

Effective governance and decision-making arrangements were in place during 2019/20
and the College took effective action to adjust its governance arrangements to respond
to the challenges presented by Covid-19.

•

The College has proper arrangements in place to promote and secure value for money.

•

The College reported on a range of positive outcomes from its Good to Great strategy.
It also continues to report strong performance against the National Measurement
Framework, including student satisfaction results above the national average. As in
prior years, the College exceeded its student activity credits target for 2019/20.

R Smith noted his thanks to the College and staff for their assistance during the Audit process
especially considering the cyber-attack and Covid-19 pandemic.
The Committee noted the fantastic job done by all involved in such a positive Report The
report was approved for submission to the Board. J Carnegie to progress.
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7.

Financial Statement for the year ended 31 July 2019
B Ferguson summarised the Financial Statement noting that there were no significant changes
since the draft out-turn presented to the Finance & Property Committee in September 2020.
G Robertson congratulated everyone involved for a job well done.
A McCusker noted Audit Scotland’s comment re enhancing the Performance Report section of
the Financial Statement. R Smith stated that while Audit Scotland recognised the
improvements on this area of the report there was still an opportunity to develop this further.
The possible inclusion of inf graphics was noted.
The Financial Statement for the year ended 31 July 2020 were approved for submission to the
Board of Management meeting on 15 December 2020. J Carnegie to progress.

8.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next Joint Audit and Finance & Property Committee meeting would be confirmed within
the 2020/21 Board meetings schedule.

Action Point Summary
Action

Responsibility

Date

Internal audit scope to be shared with Finance & Property
Committee members.

J Carnegie

23 December 2020

Submission of external audit report and financial statements to
the December Board of Management for approval.

J Carnegie

15 December 2020
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Matters Arising
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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Audit & Risk Committee
Tuesday 9 March 2021
Matters Arising
Paper for information
The following actions were noted from the Tuesday 8 December 2020 Audit & Risk
Committee meeting.
Agenda
Item No
9.0

Action

Current status

Update on any additional risk associated
with decision not to progress with “Red
Forest” technique. J Carnegie

Further explanation on the
process/timescales required
have been provided in the
Internal Audit follow-up
report.

Open /
Closed
Closed

The following actions were noted from the Tuesday 8 December 2020 Joint Audit &
Risk and Finance & Property Committee meeting.
Agenda
Item No
4.0

Action

7.0

Submission of external audit report and
financial statements to the December
Board of Management for approval.
J Carnegie

Internal audit scope to be shared with
Finance & Property Committee Members.
J Carnegie

Current status

Open /
Closed
Internal Audit Annual Plan is Closed
available on the Board
Teams site. The internal
audit scopes are available
from page 123-132 of 133
packaged papers.
The December Board
Closed
considered and approved the
Audit Scotland Report and
Statutory Accounts.

Author & Executive Sponsor: Jaki Carnegie, Vice Principal – Corporate Services
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National Fraud Initiative

Summary of Main Findings
Strengths
•
•
•
•
•

The College has met the NFI deadlines to upload the required data for the 2020/21 NFI
exercise as set by Audit Scotland;
The College continues to use the NFI website to update the progress of the outcomes of the
investigation of the data match outputs;
At the time of this review the College had completed the investigation of the NFI outputs with
no fraudulent activity identified;
The C llege’s raud risks are reviewed and updated as an integral part of the Strategic Risk
Register process; and
The Audit & Risk Committee is informed of the progress and outcomes of the NFI exercise
and reviews fraud related risk as part of its regular review of the Strategic Risk Register.

Opportunities for improvement
•

We did not identify any significant weaknesses during our review but noted that the College
had already identified opportunities for improvement in the areas of data quality and the
completion of Conflict of Interest (CoI) declarations. Actions to address these points are
being taken forward.

Acknowledgements
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the staff at the College who helped us during our audit
review.
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National Fraud Initiative

Appendix 1 – NFI Self-Assessment Checklist

For those charged with governance
Yes/No/Partly
Leadership, commitment and communication
Are we aware of emerging fraud risks,
Yes
e.g. due to Covid-19, and taken
appropriate preventative and detective
action?

Are we committed to NFI? Has the
council / board, audit committee and
senior management expressed support
for the exercise and has this been
communicated to relevant staff?
Is the NFI an integral part of our
corporate policies and strategies for
preventing and detecting fraud and
error?

6

Is action required?

Who by and when?

Reports are provided to the
Audit & Risk Committee, with
the next update due at the
meeting on 09/03/21. The
Strategic Risk Register,
including fraud risks is subject
to regular updating and review
by the Audit & Risk Committee.
See above comments.

Yes

Partly

Comments

Yes

Vice Principal Corporate
Services

Yes, the current NFI returns
have identified an issue with the
completion of CoI Declarations
by Board Members and the
College Executive. A reminder
on the requirements to fully
complete this process will be
issued by the Vice Principal
Corporate Services.

National Fraud Initiative
Leadership, commitment and communication (continued)
Have we considered using the point of
No
application data matching service
offered by the NFI team, to enhance
assurances over internal controls and
improve our approach to risk
management?

Are NFI progress and outcomes
reported regularly to senior
management and elected/board
members (e.g. the audit committee or
equivalent)?
Does internal audit, or equivalent,
monitor our approach to NFI and our
main outcomes, ensuring that any
weaknesses are addressed in relevant
cases?
Do we review how frauds and errors
arose and use this information to
improve our internal controls?
Do we publish, as a deterrent,
internally and externally the
achievements of our fraud investigators
(e.g. successful prosecutions)?
Planning and preparation
Are aware of emerging fraud risks, e.g.
due to Covid-19, and taken appropriate
preventative and detective action?
Are we investing sufficient resources in
the NFI exercise?
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Head of Finance – before the
next NFI review.

The College is developing its
own approach for data
cleansing information prior to
future submissions. As 20% of
the investigations are related to
data error matches the aim is to
eliminate or significantly reduce
this figure.
See previous comments.

Internal audit review completed
on 2020/21 exercise.

Yes

Yes

The outcomes and cause of the
recent cyber-attack was
communicated across the
College to heighten awareness
of this fraud risk.

Yes

See previous comments on
Strategic Risk Register.

Yes

The Key Contact ensured that
sufficient resources were
available to complete the
required task.

National Fraud Initiative
Planning and preparation (continued)
Do we plan properly for NFI exercises,
both before submitting data and prior to
matches becoming available? This
includes considering the quality of data.

Is our NFI Key Contact (KC) the
appropriate officer for that role and do
they oversee the exercise properly?
Do KCs have the time to devote to the
exercise and sufficient authority to seek
action across the organisation?
Where NFI outcomes have been low in
the past, do we recognise that this may
not be the case the next time, that NFI
can deter fraud and that there is value
in the assurances that we can take
from low outcomes?
Do we confirm promptly (using the
online facility on the secure website)
that we have met the fair processing
notice requirements?
Do we plan to provide all NFI data on
time using the secure data file upload
facility properly?
Have we considered using the point of
application data matching service
offered by the NFI team to enhance
assurances over internal controls and
improve our approach to risk
management?
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Partly

Yes

Head of Finance – before the
next NFI review.

Yes

See previous comments, data
cleansing was planned before
submitting the data but were
unable to undertake due to
impact of the COVID-19
pandemic.
See previous comments.

Yes

See previous comments.

No

All output from the NFI review is
investigated.

Yes

Data was submitted in line with
set deadlines.

Yes

No

Yes

Head of Finance – before the
next NFI review.

As previously noted, the
College is developing its own
approach for data cleansing
information prior to future
submissions.

National Fraud Initiative
Effective follow up of matches
Do all departments involved in NFI start
the follow-up of matches promptly after
they become available?

9

Yes

Do we give priority to following up highrisk matches, those that become
quickly out-of-date and those that could
cause reputational damage if a fraud is
not stopped quickly?
Are we investigating the circumstances
of matches adequately before reaching
a ‘n issue’ u c e in pa icula ?

Yes

Are we taking appropriate action in
cases where fraud is alleged (whether
disciplinary action, penalties/cautions
or reporting to the Procurator Fiscal)?
Are we recovering funds effectively?
Do we avoid deploying excessive
resources on match reports where
early work (e.g. on high-risk matches)
has not found any fraud or error?
Where the number of high-risk matches
is very low, are we adequately
considering the medium and low-risk
matches before we cease our follow-up
work?
Overall, are we deploying appropriate
resources on managing the NFI
exercise?

Yes

Yes

The NFI cases for investigation
were received on 29/01/21, and
these were fully investigated
and resolved.
Revised matches were received
and reviewed, this process was
completed by 6/02/21.

Audit review of a sample of
matches confirmed that they
were satisfactorily investigated
and resolved. The issues
identified related to CoI
disclosures and data quality.
Resolution of these issues is
documented above.
There is a Code of Conduct in
place and this will be applied if
required following the
investigation of the NFI output.

Yes

All data match outputs were
investigated and resolved.

N/A

All data match outputs were
assessed as high-risk, therefore
were all investigated and
resolved.

Yes

See previous comments, to
date all NFI deadlines have
been met.

National Fraud Initiative
Recording and reporting
Are we recording outcomes properly in
the /secure website and keeping it upto-date?
Do staff use the online training
modules and guidance on the secure
website, and do they consult the NFI
team if they are unsure about how to
record outcomes (to be encouraged)?
If, out of preference, we record some or
all outcomes outside the secure
website, have we made arrangements
to inform the NFI team about these
outcomes?
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Yes

Yes

The Key Contact is experienced
in the undertaking of the NFI
process.

N/A

The website is used to update
all elements of the NFI process.
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Systems Development / Implementation

Summary of Main Findings (continued)
Strengths (continued)
•

•
•

•
•

Following a substantial review of information and cyber security services conducted by Higher
Education / Further Education Shared Technology and Information Services (HEFESTIS), the
College has implemented a framework for Information and Cyber Security (ICS) risk
management. The HEFESTIS review observed that there had been a significant and
substantial improvement on the recorded College ICS risk posture over the period January to
October 2020.
Our review identified several good practice controls in place to support remote working for
users whilst making the infrastructure secure.
Microsoft Teams has now become a primary operational and communication tool for the
College. Sign-in for users to Microsoft Teams is enabled using their College email address
and their College access credentials which allows the ICT team full control over who can
access the service. The College has also integrated Microsoft Teams with Azure Active
Directory which allows for improved security and configuration. A range of security features
are built into Microsoft Teams including, multi-factor authentication (MFA) access controls,
enforced least privileged access rights across Microsoft Teams and Office 365, classification
criteria for sensitive data, prevention of file downloads to devices not approved or managed
by the College, and the ability to audit and trace data sharing with external users.
Following a risk assessment of Zoom, together with the findings of the forensic review
following the cyber-attack, the College has taken the decision not to allow the use of Zoom by
staff.
The implementation of Office 365 and the associated controls which have been enabled has
improved the security of the College email system, which is a common attack vector through
social engineering, malware, or phishing attacks.

Weaknesses
•

No significant weaknesses were identified during our review.

Acknowledgements
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the staff at the College who helped us during our audit.
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Progressing these Internal Audit outstanding actions will support the mitigation of a
range of risks identified within the Strategic Risk Register namely;
2.2 – failure to achieve institutional sustainability
2.4 – financial fraud
3.1 – failure to reach aspirational standards in learning, teaching and service delivery
3.2 – failure to achieve/maintain compliance arrangements
3.3 – serious accident, incident or civil/criminal breach, legal action
3.4 – loss of reputation with key stakeholders
3.7 – breach of data security/data protection
3.8 – failure to meet Prevent and related obligations
3.8 – arrangements do not minimise risk associated with Modern Slavery
4.4 – failure to support effective data security/data protection
Author & Executive Sponsor: Jaki Carnegie, Vice Principal – Corporate Services
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Outstanding Action Update
Audit Area
Year
Report Title
2019/07 R1 - Student
Engagement /
Students'
Association

2020/03 R2 - Network
Arrangements
/ IT Strategy

Appendix 1
Priority
Action
Grade
3

3

Report
Grade
Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Action
A formal Learner Engagement
Strategy should be developed
which contains aims and
objectives which are clearly
linked to the College's
Regional Outcome Agreement
and to the College's
partnership agreement with the
Students' Association;
identifies and priorities learner
engagement activity; and
identifies actions which focus
specifically on how the
Strategy will be implemented in
practice.

Develop a programme of
information and cyber security
training for staff and students
to mitigate information security
risks, covering:
• the College’s Information
Security Strategy and
associated IT security
4

Responsible
Officer
Learner
Engagement
Manager

Deadline
Jun 20
Dec 20
Aug-21

Progress
(as at March 2021)
Behind Schedule
Draft strategy document
developed in line with
original timescale by LE
Manager for final
discussion/approval.
As was reported and
accepted at December’s
Committee meeting this
has not been progressed at
the current time due to
Covid-19 adaptions in
working arrangements /
approaches. It is not felt to
be appropriate to finalise
this until ‘post Covid-19’
learning and study
arrangements are clearer.

Head of ICT

Jan-21

Complete
Rolled out to all staff

Year

Audit Area
Report Title

2020/03 R3 - Network
Arrangements
/ IT Strategy

Priority
Action
Grade

Report
Grade

3

Satisfactory

Action
policies;
• cyber security risks and
strategies for defence,
covering internet safety,
mobile and home working,
phishing, and prevention
against malware.
• an induction process for
new staff (and where
applicable contractors and
third-party users);
• regular refresher training on
the security risks to the
College;
• supporting staff in
information security roles to
enrol on a recognised
certification scheme;
• monitoring the effectiveness
of security training; and
• promoting an incident
reporting culture.
Once training has been
delivered (see R2)
mechanisms should be
developed and implemented to
test the effectiveness and
value of the security training
provided to staff and students.
This should be delivered
5

Responsible
Officer

Learning &
Digital
Resource
Manager

Deadline

Jun 20
Jun-21

Progress
(as at March 2021)

Behind Schedule
Revised Digital Skills
Capability Assessment is
currently being developed.
This will be included in the
Learn@D&A Induction and
also form part of the new
suite of Getting Ready for
College courses that will be

Priority
Action
Grade

Report
Grade

2020/04 R1 – Payroll &
HR

3

Good

2020/05 R1 –
Procurement &
Creditors /
Purchasing

3

Good

2020/07 R1 – Student
Activity Data

3

Year

Audit Area
Report Title

Action
through formal analysis of the
section on information security
within the Digital Skills
Capability Assessment. Those
areas of the College which
routinely feature in security
reports (or achieve the lowest
feedback from information
security questionnaires) should
be targeted and prioritised for
further training.
The Payroll Procedural Notes
should be updated to provide a
comprehensive guide for any
member of staff brought in to
cover for the Payroll Officer or
Payroll Assistant
The next iteration of the
procurement strategy and the
procurement policy should
make specific reference to the
ways in which risks around
modern slavery will be dealt
with through the procurement
arrangements.
Review course superclass
codes to ensure they best
describe the academic subject
areas.
6

Responsible
Officer

Deadline

Progress
(as at March 2021)
offered to new students. A
staff version is also being
developed, again this will be
included in the staff
induction process and
offered out to staff on an
agreed development cycle.

Head of
Finance

Aug 20
Dec 20
March 21

Behind Schedule
Commenced and on
schedule to complete this
quarter.

Head of
Finance /
Procurement
Manager

Nov 20
March 21

Complete
Policy drafted for approval
by the Finance & Property
Committee schedule to
meet on 2 March 2021

Data
Management
Team Leader

Jun-21

Complete
Superclass codes
reviewed and final checks
will be undertaken before
submission of final FES.

Audit Area
Year
Report Title
2020/07 R2 – Student
Activity Data

2020/07 R3 - Student
Activity Data

Priority
Action
Grade
2

3

Report
Grade

Responsible
Action
Officer
The College should ensure that Head of
a schedule of milestones
Administrative
Operations
agreed at enrolment is
maintained for all distance
learning programmes. This
should include a record of the
estimated amount of time that
students are expected to take
to complete each element of
the course, to evidence
eligibility of the Credit values
claimed
The College should ensure
Data
evidence of progression and
Management
Team Leader
participation / engagement is
retained to evidence eligibility
of the Credits claimed for
distance / work-based learning
students. Where curriculum
staff identify that no evidence
is available or that students are
no longer engaging this should
be notified to the Student
Records team to ensure that
the Credits are removed from
the Credit claim.
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Deadline
Jun-21

Jun-21

Progress
(as at March 2021)
Complete
All remote learning
packages now have
milestone / participation
activities and this is used to
evidence credit claims and
participation.

Complete
All remote and distance
learning packages now
have engagement and
participation monitoring and
evidence is available to
support the credit claim.

Appendix 3

National Fraud Initiative - Data Matches 2020

Report Name
Payroll to Payroll, high quality
Payroll to Payroll, same phone
Payroll to Creditors
Payroll to Creditors
Duplicate creditors by creditor
name
Duplicate creditors by bank
account
Duplicate records by invoice
amount
VAT overpaid
Duplicate records by supplier
invoice, different creditor ref and
name
Duplicate records by postcode,
reference and supplier invoice
number and invoice date
Procurement - Payroll to
Companies House (Directors)
Procurement - Payroll to
Companies House (Directors)

Closed/
No
Issue
6
2
2
1
1

Data
Extract
error

Total
All
6
2
2
1
1

Status
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

1

Closed

1

0

0

1

121

Closed

121

0

1

121

57
5

Closed
Closed

57
5

0
0

0
1

57
5

1

Closed

1

0

0

1

1

5

Closed

5

0

0
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1. Strategic and COVID Risk Registers
A copy of the March 2021 draft Strategic Risk Register and COVID 19 Risk Register
are enclosed. No changes have been made to the full Strategic Risk Register since
the previous meeting, but two changes have been made to the COVID 19 Risk
Register since this was last approved as noted below. These changes were
discussed and agreed at the Learning, Teaching and Quality Committee meeting on
10 February 2020.
3.1

Failure to reach aspirational standards in learning, teaching and service
delivery
Following on from the most recent announcements in respect of COVID
restrictions for practical subject areas the likelihood of impact on risk 3.1 has
been increased, moving this from green to amber.

3.5

Reputational Risk – Loss of reputation with key stakeholders
A change in risk likelihood has been made to risk 3.5 in relation to possible
impact on our reputation with stakeholders (especially schools, parents and
employers) due to the disproportionate impact of current COVID restrictions
on senior phase and apprenticeship groups compared with those studying
through schools and private training providers.

2. Brexit Risk
Whilst no change has been made to the Strategic Risk Register, members of the
Committee may wish to note that review is continuing in respect of the impact of the
UK leaving the EU. This work is supported by on-going input from the Scottish
Funding Council who maintain a ‘live’ summary of key Brexit related issues and
impacts.
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3. Scenario Planning
Whilst no change has been made to the Strategic or COVID Risk Registers, members of
the Committee should note that extensive work has been developed by the College to
support and inform sector wide scenario planning in respect of the likelihood and quantity
of student deferrals into academic year 2021/22 (and potentially 2022/23) as a result of
the pandemic. This work has been discussed in COVID updates to each Board
Committee and used to inform national contingency planning through the Learner Journey
Taskforce.
4. Approvals
In respect of the above information approval for the following actions is sought.
•

Approval of the Strategic and additional COVID Risk Registers

Author and Executive Sponsor: Steve Taylor, Vice Principal People and Performance
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